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GRANDPA LUKE AND CALEB 

Grandpa Luke had Hope in God giving him instructions on how to be a good provider 

for his family. This excerpt shows that he was a strong willed man who planned for 

the future of his family. 

My grandfather was a very stern man. He didn’t allow any cooking on Sundays; all cooking 

had to be done on Saturdays. Grandma Louise was a good cook, but some said that Grandpa 

Luke’s cooking was better. He usually was the one who did the cooking on Saturdays. 

Grandpa Luke couldn’t afford a car, so most of the transportation was done by walking or 

catching the Fairfax trolley that linked Fairfax, Vienna, and Ballston with downtown 

Washington, D.C. At this location, the railway built a car barn, rail yard, workshops, 

electrical substation, and a general office. Grandpa Luke and her older brothers, John, 

Stephen, and Thomas worked there. 

Grandpa Luke was a bricklayer and a good provider, even with so many children. He was 

a living example of loving-kindness with our neighbors. My mother said even though they 

didn’t have much, Grandpa Luke made sure that no one went hungry in their neighborhood. 

Reflection:  What result did Christ guarantee if His followers put into practice what He 

demonstrated to them? 
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CALEB 

Read Numbers 13:26-33 

Reflection:  Do you think it was an act of faith that Caleb stated let’s possess the Promised 

Land instead of conquering it? 

             

             

             

              

Read Numbers 14:6-12 

Reflection:  Why do you think it was so hard for Caleb to convince the people to trust 

God? 

             

             

             

              

Read Numbers 14:6-15 

Reflection:  Why do you think Caleb had to remind Joshua of Moses’ promise that he 

inherit Hebron? 
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Reflection:  Describe how Grandpa Luke and Caleb lives are similar. 

             

             

             

              

 

 


